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Poco, Edwards Wows
Crowd At TPA
by M ike White

On the night of October 10th,
CCB presented a concert in the
TPA featuring Jonathan Edwards
and Poco. Edwards is becoming a
staple of the concert scenes and
what a treat he is. As usual he
turned in a fine performance with
his country tinged acoustic music,
varying moods expertly between
reflective songs and good time,
"shit-kicken" music. Besides
performing on guitar, harmonica,
and kazoo and superb vocals,
Edward was assisted by . his
sidekick, Stu Schulman, a virtuoso
on bass piano and fiddle.
Schulman is to Edwards as Tonto
is to the Lone Ranger.
Jonathan played songs from his
Atco album, notably the beautiful
"Emma" and a song that was not
included but - should have been
Jesse Young's "Sugarbabe,".
Edwards received a standing
ovation and returned for another
number to the ecstatic cheers of
the audience.
Then came Poco. Even as they
were being introduced there were

to

become

conscious of one's l8lf
Kierkegaard

people screaming and applauding
the Epic recording artist. As
they began their first number I
thought I was hit with one of
their amplifiers, literally. To put it
bluntly, the music was too
goddam loud! Rusty Young, who
plays pedal steel, couldn't be
heard at first and a number of
times he had to raise his volume.
In fact most of the show
seemed to be a competition
among Poco to see who could
play the loudest, culminating in
Richie Furay's frenzied pounding
on his electric twelve string,
· volume turned to "H" for
horrendous, and the resulting
blow out of the theatre's electrical
system which ended the concert.
This is not to say that Poco is
not able . Their albums are proof
of the fine music and lyrics that
they can produce. But at Sunday
night's concert it was difficult to
decipher any of these attributes
through all the decibels. Young's
fantastic dobro steel and pedal
performances were incomparable.
And so were the great_harmoii.ies.

However, George Grantham's
fabulous drumming and ultra-high
harmonies did not receive the
proper recognition that they
eserved. Guitarist Paul Cotten's
fine "Bad Weather" was the high
point. This song and a medley
including "Pickin' Up the Pieces"
done acoustically were better
demonstrations of Poco's fine
talent when it can be heard and
properly appreciated.
Even though at times it was
hard to determine the difference
between Poco and Grand Funk,
the audience in general seemed to
have a good time, standing up in
the aisles and "dancing" to the
beat (they could have danced to
the beat of a dead horse) bringing
Poco back for a horribly loud
40-minute encore.

Why does a talented group like
Poco need to raise their volume at
NSC? Do they feel obligated to
blast out noise when they come
here instead of just good music?
What does this imply about · the
reputation of NSC?
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Fortune Society ·Aims At Prison Reforms
by Mildred Snaron Jessie
Th e Fortune So ciety, a
four-year old organization of
ex-prisoners, is the accidental
outcome of discussions between
film-makers and inmates during
the fil ming of the movie Fortune
in Men's eyes. They made their
first television appearance when,
David Susskind heard of the group
and brought them on his show.
Since then they have been on
qther radio and television shows
and at colleges, churches, and
institutions throughout the
country. On Thursday, Oct. 7th,
the Fortune Society conducted a
forum at Newark State.
The main purpose of the
Fortune Society is to educate the
public and make them aware of
the problems faced by · convicts
and ex - p r isone r s . While
incarcerated, a prisoner is not
treated as a human but rather as

is alien to him, there wopld be of pressing conditions and to help
an animal. He is not allowed to cause.
The Society also believes that fewer repeaters in prisons ·today. effect some type of prison reform
think or have a mind of his own.
Basically, what the Fortune which would be more beneficial
His entire day is mapped out for if convicts were taught how to live
him from 7:00 A.M . until 4 :30 in a society that has changed and Society asks of us is to be: aware to both convicts and society.
'
P.M. when he is locked up for the
night. Prisoners are kept in dirty
clothes and dirty cells, made to
feel that they are not good, and
are sometimes beaten.
.
Yet, in spite of all this, most
people in jails today have been
there before. The Fortune Society
feels that the main reason for this
is that the problems which caused
On October 21st at 2 :00 p.m.,
the crin e in the first place are the formal dedication of the
never dealt with. When a person is Lenore Vaughn-Eames building
convicted, he jsut goes to prison will take place.
and is released x number of years
The 4 story cantilevered fine ·
later. No where along the line and theater arts center houses a
does he receive any form of children's theater, small
counseling to find out why he experimental theater, studios for
committed the crime and how he staging and ·set design, sculpture
can deal with his own emotions and ceramics, an exhibition
and feelings. It's a case of treating gallery, lecture hall and 2 speech
the symptoms instead of the classrooms on the first floor .
The second floor includes
studios for metals, textiles,
printmaking and 2 more speech
classrooms. Lecture classrooms
and additional studios are located
on the third floor and offices and
utility spaces are located on the
top floor .
Dr. Vaughn-Eames, a former
McGarry, President of the Senior
student , faculty member and
Class, he was constantly
administrator at the College , will
interrupted by Mr. Mond, when
be present for the dedication .
trying to relate facts about
After graduation from Newark
Carnival in which he was involved.
State in 1919 she continued her
Mr. McGarry stated that Lee
education at New York University
Mond took advantage of the
and earned a B.A., M .A. and Ph.
committee's time by constantly
D.
Dr. Lenore Vaughn-Eames, who will be present Oct. 21st at the
accusing the committee , which
Originally an instructor of dedication ceremony of new NSC building named in · her honor.
consisted mainly of fraternity and
literature, drama , and creative
Jersey Association of State
The dedication ceremony will
sorority representatives, as being
writing, Dr. Vaughn-Eames later
College
Faculties
and
President
of
consist
of the following:
"white racists." McGarry stated,
became Chairman of the Graduate
the
N.Y.U.
School
of
Education
A
Musi cal selection
"what Lee had to say was
Division, and in 1960 was named
Alumni Association.
conducted by Professor Walter
extremely irrelevant to the subject
to the rank of Professor Emeritus.
Price and the Newark State
and how could Lee feel he is being
She served as advisor to such
College Concert Band
Dr.
Vaughn-Eames
is
a
member
oppressed by a "white racist
groups as the Theater Guild, Nu
Welcome remarks - by
organization of which he , himself,
Lambda Kappa, and Kappa Delti of the Board of Trustees of
president,
Nathan Weiss.
is an active member." Also, in
Pi. In her career she served as Trenton State College ; the
Dedicatory remarks - by Dr.
Council
on
the
Gifted;
and
was
response to the reference that
President of the New Jersey
Stephen Haselton, Dean of the
Carnival is not beneficial to •the
Speech Association ; President of recently Chairman of the
School of Arts and Sciences.
community , Alan McGarry
the Department of Secondary Commission to establish a
Tribute to Dr. Lenore
pointed underpriviledged children
Schools of the National Education program for the education of the Vaughn-Eames - delivered by Dr.
for a free evening. Carnival was Association; President of the New deaf.
. James Jan-Tausch, Class of 1935,
not restricted to Greeks only but
Director of the Bureau of Pupil
welcomed other groups to have
Personnel Services, N.J. State
booths. At the time of this article ,
Department of Education
Lee Mond is unavailable for
Dedication - by Dr. John R .
comment.
Brown Jr ., Chairman of the NSC
The committee was unable to
Board of Trustees
draw any concrete conclusions
Response remarks - Dr.
from information gathered, as to
Lenore Vaughn-Eames. and a
where money had been used, but
the legislation to Congress' Musical selection will complete
by Jan Furda
they did discover various loose
the dedication ceremonies.
Through the efforts of Junior attention.
ends where the money could have
A series of theater , musical and
NSA's efforts were rewarded
Class President, Steve Band and in
been stolen or lost.
co-operation with the National this month when Mr. Band art events will follow the
Student Association (NSA), the received a phone call from Marty dedication.
Multiple Sclerosis Society has Lombardo informing him that
reached the high point in its Senator Birch Bayh had taken up ·
strivings for funds and legislation the cross and was planning to put
it before Congress sometime this
Real Estate and Interior Design. to support its ideals.
Class of 1975 Freshman Class
Mr. Bank, while attending the month. The Senator added that
At 1:15 p.m. another eight
Meeting, October 7, 1 :40 in
women will tell about their work NSA convention at Colorado the bill would be documented as
the T.V. Room. Drawing for
in Social Work , Travel, Public State University , heard Mr. Marty Band proposed it on the
position on ballot
Relations, Personnel, Medical Lombardo , a representative of the Congressional record.
Action will start the week of
• Executive Board applications
Technology , Teaching Art to foundation , speak about M.S.
available in Student
Adults, Middle management in After listening to Mr. Lombardo , October 25th when the M.S.
Qrganization until ·1 :30 Oct. 7
Business and Telephone Band drew-up legislation and Society will send the junior class
president,
Band,
to
Washington,
Candidate
Get Together
presented it to the floor at the
Interviewing.
October 12, 1 :40 Alumni
Lunch at 12:15 p.m. is $3.00. convention. It was voted upon D.C. to meet with Senator Bayh
Lounge Exec. Board Primary
Reservations are required for unanimously and added to the and discuss the legislation.
. - - - - - - ~ - - - - - , . . . . . . . Election 9:00 - 4:30 October
lunch and may be obtained by agenda. The bill called for a
14, College Center
calling the EVE Office in the source of manpower from all
LOST AND FOUND
• Applications that are
Kean Building, 527-2210. Guests colleges and universities to help
available:
are welcome for either panel support the foundation and use
To be found 8/12n2 - dream
President, Vice-President,
discussion at no charge. For influence when possible. The NSA
of a lifetime. (WMDB)
Recording and Corresponding
.further information call Mrs. · office in Washington sent out
Secretaries, and Treasurer
Betsy Brown, Director of EVE.
fliers and a few lobbyists to bring .

Vaughn-Eames ·Building
To Be Dedicated Oct. 21st

C~rnival Flare Up
Angers McGarry
by Kathy Gordon &

Jan Furda
Can you believe that one rainy
Saturday night floored the entire
Carnival committee with a deficit
of $3700? You better believe it
because the President 's Ad Hoc
Committee was faced with the
exact same quest i on. The
committee, formed last year, held
three meetings i n which
testimonials were given. The
testimonies took into account the
following propositions :
1. Whether or not the Carnival
was a relevant affair ;
2. Opinions for future changes;
3. General discussion.
None of the testimonies given
defamed Carniv!ll or suggested its
cancellation. The committee felt
that it was their responsibility to
re-evaluate the evidence given to
them by the auditor and work
from that point on, in solving the
problems.
During one of the committee's
sessions, NSA co-ordinator Lee
Mond , was allotted an
uninterrupted 15 minutes to
present his views on Carnival. Mr.
Mond stated his feelings that
Carnival is a waste of time and
accomplishes little for the
community. According to Alan

Career Qay Coming
EVE , which stands for
Education , Volunteer ,1
Employment Opportunities for
Women, a vocational guidance
service for women of the
community, is sponsoring a Career
Day on Wednesday , October 20,
in Dining Room II of Downs Hall . .
Students are invited to attend.
There will be two panels, one
from 10:30- Noon and one from
1:15 - 2:45 p.m. The morning
panel will consist of women
working in the fields of
Environmental Research, Banking, ·
· State Employment Counseling,
Academic Al;lvisement, Computer
Programming. Free lance Writing, ;

Junior Class
Pres Crusades

ANNOUNCING
FROSH MEETING
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Hoffman Tired
Of It All
by Patti Esposito

It was a warm Sunday
afternoon and a few hundred
students, some liberal professors
and their wives, plus the usual
smattering of undercover agents
were gathered at Drew University
in Madison to hear famed Yippie
leader Abbie Hoffman speak on
" Individual Freedom on
Campus." Mr. Hoffman , appearing
inconspicuous in a blue sweater
and green slacks while sporting a
new moderately short haircut,
immediately won the audience
over with his witty salutation :
"Hi. Spelled h-i-g-h."
He was rather hesitant to begin
and seemed to be choosing his
words carefully. The audience
could sense his feelings of
paranoia as Hoffman explained
that he faces a five year jail te.r m
stemming from a previous campus
speech in which he allegedly
incited to riot by urging students
to participate in this year's May
Day Offensive aimed at crippling
the war machine in Washington,
D.C.
After a few minutes Hoffman
managed to get it together as he
arbitrarily changed the topic from
"Individual Freedom on Campus"
to truth in America. He attached
"high class white<ollar crime" as
practiced by the Wall Street
manipulators and their
counterparts in the military. He
went on to question our role in
Vietnam as guardians of South
Vietnam's puppet regime . He
cited our destruction of
Vietnamese farmland, eighteen
percent of which has turne,d to
sand after repeated bombings. The
country that was once known as
the "Rice Bowl of the World" will
have to import its rice for the
next twenty years even if the war
were to end tomorrow.
Hoffman made several

NSC.
Curriculum
Expands
Newark State College, like
many other institutions of higher
education in the country, is
making plans to initiate several
new courses of study this fall in
vocational and technical
education programs.
Courses of study in Industrial
Technology, Computer Science
and plans to begin courses of
study in the Allied Health Areas,
Management Sci ence and
Environmental Science later in the
academic year.
According to Dr. Nathan Weiss,
President of Newark State, "new
career options must be made , and
.students must have the
opportunity to prepare for the
types _,of careers which will be
necessary in the near future." He
added, "the economic situation is
in a present state of flux, but the
(Gontinued on P3!le l4) .
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references to his latest book
entitled Steal This Book in which
he instructs the reader on how to
rip-off "the system." After"
supposedly stealing the book the
reader will discover all kinds of
valuable information such as how
to make phone calls for free or
how to eat out at someone else's
expense - invaluable hints for
today's would-be-revolutionary.
The most dramatic moment of
the lecture came when Hoffman
pulled a knife out of his pocket
and cut a chunk of hair off l).is
head. He thinks long hair is
"pretty" but to many it has
become an affectation .
Hoffman refuses to be
identified with the Warner
Brothers' type of long-hairs who
exploit themselves and their
contemporaries in movies like the
current "Medicine Ball Caravan."
To Hoffman hair length has lost
most of the importance attached
to it in the early days of "the

Council Ok's Business Manager
Student Council members have
voted unanimously to hire a
full-time Business Manager for
Student O__rganization . The
proposal and now law, after three
weeks of discussions, will go into
affect "as soon as possible" says
Council President DiFerdinando.
Another proposal, the hiring
of a part-time secretary for
Student Org., instigated debate at
the same council meeting on Oct.
8th . Various points supporting the
proposal to hire such a person
were again discussed. President
DiFerdinando called for a vote on
the subject. The results revealed
(25-8) that the necessary 2/3
majority were in favor of
est_ablishing the secretarial
position.
The next scheduled item for

Movement."
The Movement itself has lost
most of the magic that it once

held for Hoffman. He has become
bitter over recent doubts put
forth concerning his integrity. He
referred to a supposedly slanted
interview in the September 30
Rolling Stone which implied that
he was ripping off his followers
for his own profit. Hoffman
denied this emphatically claiming
that if it were true he would not
be living with his wife Anita and
their son Amerika in a $150 a
month railroad apartment in a bad
secion of New York.
Hoffman is not only
disillusioned but he is also tired.
He claimed that Sunday's lecture
would probably be his last for
quite some time; he plans to leave
the country for awhile to work on
his two new books.

discussion and ratification was to
be Finance Board's budget
proposals. When the
representatives asked to review
the promised copies of the report
they were· again told that the
reports were not available . Two
weeks ago Council requested
copies of the complete . work-out
sheets of the budgets.
Bob DiFerdinando · explained
to Council the reasons for this,
"The Vice President (Bob Powers)
agreed to temporarily fill the
vacant Chair of Finance Board
after the resignation of its
Chairman. However, his job is to
chair the meetings and not
write-up reports." The Treasurer
of Council, Wanda Kolodiej, too
remarked to the Council President
that it was not her job to write

Soph Sets -Precedent
Concerning Clep

Pirg
To C0 me
Saturday, October nine th, the
New Jersey PIRG had its fust
meeting in Rutger's student
center. PIRG, which stands for
the Public Interest Research
Group, is a project sponsored by
Ralph Nader. The purpose of this
group is to facilitate students with
a staff of full-time professionals,
who will work under the students
in research, citizen action , and
_!jtigation on behalf of the public
· interest.
Under the organization of
Brent English, a small team of
people went from college to
college in New Jersey , where he
gave a general enlightment of the
program. He invited students to
attend the meeting in New
Brunswick , Saturday .
Representatives from Princeton,
Seton Hall, Rutger's, Rutger's
Newark , Newark College of
Engineering, Upsala, Douglass,
Newark State, Montclair, Rutger's
Law, Glassboro , Fairleigh

by Dianne Arminic

During the week of Sept. 27th
NSC released a press bulletin
informing the outside community
that this college would serve as a
test center administering the
CLEP general and subject
examinations. The CLEP exams,
as the press release states, "are
offered to enable those who have
reached college levels of education
outside the classroom . . . an
opportunity to demonstrate their
achievement and obtain college
credit. NSC will accept up to 30
cre dits for the · general
examination when a score in the
25 percentile or better is
obtained; up to 16 credits can be
accepted from the subject exams
with a score in the 50 percentile."
This means a person can obtain
credit for a subject without taking
a course.
Approximately two weeks
prior to this, Philip Green , a
sophomore elementary education
major, approached his Music
F o u n damentals professor, Dr.
Irwin Grace , and requested to
take the CLEP exam so that he
couW receive credit in lieu of
taking the course. Mr. Green
retold to the INDEPENDENT
what occured following his

(Continued on Page 14)
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request. Green said, "Because
already know the course material
I asked Dr. Grace to administer an
exam. Dr. Grace explained to me
that he does not ·h~ve the
authority to do so and to check
with Dr. Fedor Kabalin, the
Chairman of the Music Dept." He
continued to explain that Dr.
Kabalin too said he did not have
the authority to administer the
exam.
Mr. Green then contacted Dr.
Stephen Haselton, Dean of the
School of Arts & Sciences on the
matter. Green was told by Dr.
Haselton that the course of action
was not clear and that he would
have to look into it. As Green
remarked, "It was not made clear;
therefore, I contacted Dr. Kabalin
again."
After Green talked with the
Music Dept. Chairman the second
time, Kabalin and Haselton
conferred. The outcome is that
Dr. Kabalin will now give Mr.
Green an exam. A subject exam in
music is not within the CLEP
frameworks, Green said, so Dr.
Kabalin will be composing an
exam of his own.
Phil Green is now the first NSC
student to take advantage of the
CLEP exams policy which has
been publicizecj since last April.

the Finance Board"s reports.
DiFerdinando remarked, "that the
task was a monumental one" and
that he had requested aid from
council members and had received
none.
Alan McGarry summed·11p the
feelings of many of the :council
members when he said, "l am
highly insulted" over the fact that
the copies are still .not available to
us.
The College Center Board
(CCB), however, was able to have
its budget passed. CCB chairman,
Herb Yardley, presented each
council member with a copy of
his budget proposals. With the
copies before them, the council
members approved and passed the
budget.

RTP
Gripes
Aired?!
by Sue Cousins
I've been told that somewhere
on campus there is strong
opposition to the student
representation on committees. To
be more exact, certain teachers
fail to see the need for the
presence of students. One
particular name was given to me
four days before the most recent
news deadline of the
INDEPENDENT. I was told that
Mr. Foskey was opposed to the
Student representation and that
he would probably be able to give
me a good basis for the opposition
to ...
Mr. Foskey is located in the
Elementary Education
Department W105 - to which I
went. "Mr. Foskey hasn't been in
today," I heard again and again
and again. Everyday I returned to
Wl 05 in vain . I left a note
explaining who , what and why. I
left a telephone number hoping he
might call me. I began to wonder
if he had abandoned his office. By
then my chances of seeing Mr.
(Continued on Page 14)
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Sound and Fury
"Truth cannot be fQr.ceJ but must be allowed to plead for itself...

.

.

Early Bird
Blitzed
To the Editor of

Students Lose Again
At this very moment, you, the students of
STATE COLLEGE are being
discriminated against. It has been decided that
functions designed for your enjoyment and
relaxation are not of much importance to the
school. The third annual All Night Film Festival
sponsored by College Center Board is presently
being butchered by the administration. The Festival,
which was quite a success last year, has been forced
off the campus because of it's low priority.

NEWARK

CCB, relinquishing the use of the Snack Bar
(new floor, you know), applied for the use of the
gym for the event. They set up a list of rules they
would enforce at the festival. No smoking or eating
would be allowed in the gym (all smoking etc. was
to be done either in the lobby or outside of the
building), attendence would be limited to 1200
students and guests, all shoes were to be removed
before entering the gym, and four Nielson guards
were to be on the scene as well as administrators
and officials from Student Activities and CCB. Fair

enough? Not in the eyes of the administration.
Mr. Waterman, chairman of the phys. ed. dept.,
stalled and sideswiped CCB on the issue. President
Weiss, in an extremely just manner, flatly refused.
No explainations. Just refused.
Burt Martone, vice chairman of College Center
Board summed things up quite nicely when he
stated: "It seems to me that the gym is for the
exclusive use of jocks. If programming for the
ENTIRE student body is ever to be realized then
this image must change quickly and drastically."
That's it in a nutshell. Newark State, as is usually
the case is the only state school in Jersey to cater to
special interest groups and deny all students the use
of school facilities . Check it out : EVERY OTHER
STATE SCHOOL USES THEIR GYM FOR FILM
FESTIVALS design e d t o entertain ALL
STUDENTS.
How long will this practice of discrimination go
on at NSC? Unless the adminstration acts positively
on a solution, the decision will ultimately fall in the
hands of YOU , THE STUDENTS!
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Walkway Woes
~

Once again, it's time to salute good old Newark
State College for it's careful planning in designing
this campus. If you recall, last year a large fuss was
made over the fact that there were not enough
walkways on campus for students to use while going
from building to building between classes. And so,
those marvelous gravel pathways were born. In a
time of jumbo j!!ts, trips to the moon, and
comm1,1nication with dolphins, the students of
Newark State College get gravel paths. One .
question . . . what are the students confined to
wheelchairs supposed to do on those somewhat less
than smooth walkways? Play demolition derby?
Of course not. They're supposed to travel
completely out of their way between classes by
taking the niain (smooth) path. For example, a .

Snappy
Sandwich
Dear Ed,
The other day when I was in
the snack bar I was eating a
cheeseburger and when I lifted the
bun lid to smear some mustard on
said burger I took notice of some
words carved into the meat. I
turned out to be a poem and I
herewith present said poem to the
school body for their general
perusal :
ODE TO NSC
N is for the knowledge that you
gave me,
S is fore the speling that yew
learnt me so wel.

~iwi~(>-.-?: .
~

:.-«
.. -.:;-..

the INDEPENDENT:
At the Oct. 8th student council
meeting a Council member made a
motion at the early part of the
session tltat the meeting be
adjourned no later than 8:00 PM.
We find this mentality appalling,
insofar as this selfish attitude
reflects on the student body.
If people are so self-centered as
to begrudge the students a few
hours of their own time to fully
do the job they were elected to
do, then perhaps they should
reconsider their suitability for
office. It seems to us that anyone
so ego-centric and lacking interest
in his office is unfit to hold that
office.
In closing we will sum up our
feelings - If you don't like the
job quit. If you won't quit, please
at least do what is expected of
you or at the very least let us do
our job without your juvenile
antics.
Disgustedly yours,
Jim Mason
Jim Harrison
Steve Wance
Jerry Barron
Gary De Carelis
Student Council members Class of 1972

student going from Willis to Bruce Hall is ex·pected
to leave Willis via the front entrance, go down to the
creek, cross over the bridge, go pass the bookstore,
take an extention of the "main drive" over another
bridge, enter either Townsend Hall or the Art Wing
and take it from there. All the comforts of home.
If that were not ludicrous enough. There are
NO walkways leading to the Vaughn Eames
extravaganza from anypoint on campus with the
exception of the VE parking lot (and that is not
. exactly smooth sailing either) and the theater. It is
our humble hope that someone in ihe
Administration will express enough concern about
the welfare of ALL NSC students to see to it that
monies be appropriated to pave all paths between
buildings.

C stands for the cars that always
crowd me out;
Put them together they make
Newark State
The. college with the Ring I'll
forever tout.
Signed,
Ona Nist

Toilet
Trained
Dear Editor,
On September 30th I picked
up the Independent and , to my
amazement, I saw some gentleman
sitting on a toilet. In essence, the
cover photo was nothing less than
crude, crass and totally senseless.
When one must turn the
Independent face down to prevent
nausea , I believe its time the
Editorial Staff refine its taste.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Burge
EDITOR'S NOTE: Either that or
it's time to start prin ting covers
on the back page for people too
pristine to gaze upon our sordid
pages. (Three readers turned into
pillars of salt a couple of weeks
ago .)

Nader's
Raider
Dear Kathy Nader,
After reading the two letters ·
which you submitted to the
Independent, I · find it difficult
necessary to comment. Why must
you judge people so quickly
calling straight people "a drag"
and freaks "groups of cliques".
And futhermore why categorize
people? N.S.C. offers many
opportunities to meet people and
get involved. There are a variety
of organizations from free
· university courses to clubs and
committees to the new hot" line.
There must be a place for you and
many like yourself who feel left
out in the cold. Getting involved,
as well as making an effort, is
important. Our school has a lot to
(Continued on Page 10)
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Book Review:
by Lois Mattson

The Elephant Man - A Study in
Human Dignity, by Ashley
Montagu, 137 pp New York;
Outerbridge and Dienstfrey;
$5.95 .
In November of 1884, Dr.
Frederick Treves "discovered" the
Elephant Man. This discovery
dramatically changed the course
of life for the unfortunate John
Merrick, so miserably deformed
that he became. known as the
"Elephant Man."
Following a brief introduction,
concerning the schooling, early
life and other fascinating facts
concerning Frederick Treves, Mr.
Montagu has printed, in total, Mr.
Treves' story "The Elephant
Man." The story, which is quite
touching, describes the life of
John Merrick, before he became
known to Dr. Treves as a series of
"freak shows" in which Merrick
was exhibited for the "oohs" and
"ahhhs" of mature audiences,
until his final home under the
supervision of Dr. Treves at the
London Hospital. Mr. 'Merrick had
a very difficult time with
articulation, but Dr. Treves soon ·
discerned a very high intelligence
and a beautifully romantic
idealism existing in the unprobed
mind of this man. Although Mr.
Merrick's disorders were
incurable, Dr. Treves did his best
to insure a comfortable life style
for him until his death. All in all,
the story was most informative
and left me totally unprepared for
the following chapters, in which
Mr. Montagu proceeds to explain

INVITATION
Jesus of Nazareth
Requests the Honor
Of Your Presence
Ata Dinner
To Be Given in His Honor
Every Thursday Afternoon.
Attire is Informal
Mass: Every Thursday at 1:40
P.M. in Coffee House.
All are invited
celebrate togetne~.

to

snare and

the story to the reader! Perhaps
he was writing for a reading
audience of uneducable
intelligence.
The following chapters proved
to be a masterpiece of redundancy
md tedium. The author lifted
,ery long quotes from Mr. Treves'
,tory and explained them, when
the meaning and insight was
:llready perfectly obvious. Much
of Mr. Montagu's writing
reminded me of a term assignment
in which quantity rather than
quality was the essential goal. Not
until the final section of the book
was I impressed with Mr.
Montagu's knowledge. At this
point, he described thoroughly ·
the nature of John. Merrick's
disorder, which was later given the
term "neurofibromatosis." He
explained the birth ratios of the
disease, the genetic disorders and
exactly what it entails - this Dr.
Treves knew very little about and
merely acted on hypothesis. The
previous analysis of John
Merrick's mind was really not
necessary to the reader, and the
questionable extremes that Mr.
Montagu drew - comparing the
tolerating mind of John Merrick
to the bitter cynicism of
Alexander Pope. (They were both
deformed, you see.)
It seems unfortunate that Mr.
Montagu could not find a more
revalutionary aspect of John
Merrick's life in his careful
analysis. Although I realize that
research of this kind is very.
difficult, I also feel that unless
very unobtrusive facts can be
revealed and stimualte the reader's
consciousness, the work may lose
it:s: impact.

A few years ago, Metromedia
Records (of Bobby Sherman
infamy) released an album of a
decidedly below than average
group, Sugar Creek. Those
listeners who endured the musical
trivia on hat album were treated
to a brie·f glimpse of beauty which
occurred at the very end of the
record in the form of two so rigs,
"Lady Linda" and "Night
Flashes." The sound was
velvety-smooth, owing much to
the lead singer of the group and
the composer of one of the songs,
a fellow named John Edwards.
Edwards is back with an album
entitled JONATHAN. EDWARDS
(Capricorn sd 862) which fulfills
all the hints of brillance revealed
in his prior record outing.
Edward's debut as a solo artist is
tremendously successful. He
excells both as a writer and a
performer.
Using sparse instrumentation,
Edwards presents the listener with
more••• more•·· good feeling
than one really deserves from a
single album. Minnesota born and
Virginia bred, Edwards -puts across
Anyone interested in working his s·imple, and · sometimes
with Dr. Burtt on the Philosophy poignant, lyrics with excellent
Committee for the 1972 Spring vocals, smoother than ever. I
· believe he could sound sincere
Pe ace Conference contact
Reginald Glatt through mailbox singing the ingredients of a box of
corn flakes.
No. 617 or by phoning 375-9511
He is best when at his softest,
after 7 P.M. The first meeting will
singing
of feelings and situations
be held on Thursday, October 28,
in Vaughn-Eames 410 at 12: 15 that just seem to fit intq the
lyrics. It's hard to describe. It's as
P.M . .
if Edwards not only writes a song,
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I
bt1t also a mood. He's also very Edwards has shown more verve
adept at using vivid imagary to and creativity in one record than
conjure up verbal pictures. "Cold Carol King, the Taylor family, and
Snow," for instance, includes the that whole insipid bunch has
refrain "For the sky is shining dredged up in all their combined
white, my Jove, to cover all the efforts. Here is an oddity in
· ground." Simple, yet complicated modern music, an artist that feels
enough to make a listener .alive and makes you feel the same.
LISTEN to what's going on, Jonathan Edwards . . . thanks.
instead of just hearing the
pleasant melodies.
Most of Edwards' material can
by Marty Egan
fall into the category of ballad or
"Songs for Beginners," is a nice
semi-ballad, two of the best being
simple album providing the
"Cold Snow," and "Sometimes."
listener with a rest from the
Occasionally, Edwards nearly falls
complexities and often present
flat through a slight tendency to
pretentiousness found in music
dwell · on "cuteness." After
today. The album just deals with
listening some two minutes to
basics. No musical extravaganzas,
"Athens County" one almost
performing, virtuosos, flashy
experiences hysterics upon
arrangements, etc. Whether
hearing the singer's voice
intended or not, the simpleness of
overdubbed into the chorus
the music causes, the listener to
chirping "Hello Maria" much in
concentrate on the lyrics of the
the · same way Bob Keeshan
welcomes boys and girls to songs, which I'm happy to say was
Captain Kangaroo every morning. a really pleasurable experience.
Edwards' up tempo tunes, The lyrical content is what really
especially "Shanty" (replete with pulls the album together
cloying lyrics: "Gonna get a good throughout. It's really nice to see
buzz on."), are kinda dull but are more and more people getting
away from writing like they're
usually saved by some really good thirteen year old girls and in love
harp work in the grand tradition
· for the first time. In many of the
of Brownie Magee.
songs you will find yourself
The faults on Jonathan
Edwards' debut album are few relating to the situations and
thoughts being sung by Nash. This
and far between. Armed only with is due to the extremely personal
a guitar and a refreshingly natural
air present in the majority of the
voice, he has managed to turn out · songs he does.
a collection of compositions
One thing about the album
which both touch and interest the
that bothered me was the way in
audience . For my money,
(Continued on Page 9)
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Review:
Godspell

United Sta·tes
Of Garbage

by R.C. Kluger

"Godspell'. is an extraordinary
musical based on the gospel
according to St. Matthew. The
play was fust written and
presented by drama students at
Carnegie-Mellon University and
the original cast members perform
in the New York production.
The play does not stay within a
tangible framework and the only
definite characters are Jesus Christ
and Judas Iscariot. The rest of the
cast represent humanity ; they are
there to help Jesus tell his story .
Through songs, dances , comedy,
tragedy, and numbers resembling
vaudevile routines, Christ's
teachings are revealed .
All of the actors, including
Jesus and Judas, are dressed as
clowns. Jesus wears a huge S
across his shirt to distinguish him
from the rest of the cast. Every
member of the cast is ebullient
and full of energy . I had the
feeling that they loved what they
were doing.
One of the nicest things about
"Godspell" is the interaction

between actors and audience. The
audience is welcome to sing along,
clap their hands, and invited on
stage to have some wine .
The music written by Stephen
Schwartz who also plays Jesus, is
vital and alive; a blend of rock,

Notice

folk, church hymns, fundamental
blues, and ragtime.
All of these things help make
"Godspell" a celebration.
"Godspell" is now playing at
the Promenade Theatre ,
Broadway and West 67th St.

Notice

All students ·who submitted
Course Evaluation invites ALL to
poetry, prose, photography, art
join . Students and faculty
work, etc for our Spring Issue can
· welcome.
pick up their materials everyday
DATE: Thursday, October 14th
9-3 .
TIME : College Free Hour
Love & Kisses
PLACE: Alumni Lounge
DANA REVIEW

Notice
Two guitarists looking for a bass
player and drummer to play any
type of ·rock music you're into.
Call Wayne 736-3095.

by Judy Consales
Everytime I finfsh a can of
soda and feel the urge to throw it
on the ground I quickly stop
myself and gently place it in the
.nearest garbage pail. "I've done
my thing for pollution!" I say and
move on to other matters. Yet,
recently , another nagging thought
has taken over - Just what is
happening to the garbage in all the
pails of this country?
The figures are astonishing Americans discard over 360
million tons a year and by 1980
this rate will certainly double. 28
billion bottles, 48 billion cans, 30
million tons of paper, 4 million
.tons of plastic containers, JOO
million tires, and 6.3 million
automobiles were cast away in
1970 - that's an average of 5.3
pounds per person per day .
The towering mountain of
waste exists everywhere .
Overflowing trash baskets, smelly
garbage dumps, junked cars, beer
cans , candy wrappers and
discarted soda bottles are
threatening to bury us if we don't
do something about them.
Man must learn - how to deal
with this problem in a way that
will not create other problems.
The time for neglect and
indifference is over.
By incinerating garbage air
pollution is produced. The Health,
Education and Welfare

department calls this situation "a
national disgrace."
Those visiting the Jersey shore
this summer saw the results of
ocean disposal. Floating garbage
and oil patches result from this
means. In addition, marine life is
affected because the water
becomes so polluted that life of
any kind cannot exist.
Garbage dumps are breeding
grounds for flies , rats, and
roaches. Besides that - space for
dumping is hard to find , land
today is valuable.
New technology for dealing
with solid wastes is being
developed every day. The possible
solution lies in the recycling
approach. For example,
compressed garbage would be
used to reclaim land from rivers
and oceans.
Glass bottles and aluminum
cans are being turned in for reuse.
This process allows for continous
use of a substance, the result
being no garbage.
If things that do not cause
waste are produced the problem
of waste control would be
minimized. Time, effort, and
money are necessary tools. It's
seems a shame that our nation is
making use of these valuable tools .
by shooting rockets to the moon
while our problems here on earth,
such as waste control, continue to
flourish.

Program: Thematic Microlab
Trainer: Gene Fixler
Location: Coffee House

Time: Mondays, 3-5 PM

Program: Exploration of Sexual Identity

Program: What is College Teaching?
Trainer: Marcella Haslam
Location: Alumni Lounge

Time: Tuesdays, 4-6 PM

Program: ~en's f.onsciousness Raising
Trainer: Ed Butl·er
Location: Counceling Office

Time: Tuesdays, 6-7:30 PM

Trainers: Marcella Haslam and Don Maroun
Time: Wednesdays, 3:30-5:30 PM
Location: Alumni Lounge

Program: Search for Identity
Time: Fridays, 3-5 PM

Program: Group Experience
Trainer: Marcella Haslam
Location: Coffee House

Program: Need Fulfillment
Trainer: Rhoda Feigen Baum
Location: Coffee House

Time: Thursdays, 3:30-5:30 PM

Time: Fridays, 1:30 P.M.

r----------------~
I
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Program: Explore
,I

Trainer: Bob Byrd
Location: Counceling Office

Trainers: Marilyn lrlbeck and Don Maroun
Time: Fridays, 1-3 PM
Location: Alumni Lounge

i
I
I
I

I would like to be considered as an applicant

for.......................................................................................

::::::::~::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~=~:~
address ...........................................................................,....
return to Student Activities Office
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I
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BS From
'73

(an informative newsletter for the _
members of the Junior Class.)
preaching is near didactical and
The Executive Board of the
my own experience negligible . Junior Class met for the second
Recognition of this void is the_ time on October 7, to discuss the
first phase - doing something for major programs which will be
about it is the second , third and coordinated by Mike Shiavo , the
fourth. This self-definition ties in Vice-president.
The programs are as,.llows:
absolutely with the tendencies
I.
Publicity
and affection of a man for his
2.Coffee House
automobile - a characterized
3. Benefit Show
mechanism such as a sports car 4. Junior Prom
says alot about such relevant
The budget of the class has
questions as "are my values a cage been passed by the finance board.
of my environments' repression
There is a definite need for
and moulding
is it my people to fill positions for
impotence or my list for pleasure planning and working out the
that elates me behind the wheel of class programs.
a speeding mass of presision
If you are a member of the
ma c hinery?" Such is the Junior Class and are interested in
psychological necessity of the working on these projects please
automobile - to satiate a need contact any member of the
deep within us for responsibility, Executive Board - Mike Shiavo,
to see ourselves as potential Bill Bruno, Debbie Cheginsky, or
destruction as in the light of Sue Cringoli .
courageous- self-realization of
If you have any problems in
these qualities that give us
academic areas, or Campus life
individualism in a unique social feel free to contact Steve Band,
strata. At any rate , these decisions the President of the Junior class
I have so frequently sought to by coming into the Student
refine and test must be intelligent, Organization offices or , by leaving
dilligent, Newark State scholar a message in the Class Mailbox
you're about the best place to (No. 2) in the Student Center.
start; make no mistake my group
of car freaks - if you don't get a
foot in the door , time will pass
you by. The essence of my
265 Bloomfield Ave.
argument is thus : I refer to the
driving in the strictest possible
Caldwell
sense - that does not entail
226-0678
pointing a few thousand pounds
of dead bulk weight either north
or south and releasing 680 cubic
feet per minute of Sunoco 260
action to decide who did such and
such a distance in the fewest
seconds. Since this conviction to
cars foreign to Americ~ns "don' t
look - consume" idealogy as well
Plus
as its' international boundaries,
attitude conflicts with some
interests; in the interest of all
fairness and equity my friend
Special prices
needs no introduction in
presenting ideas concerning the
Adults: .... 4-•• ••••••••••••••••••••$1.50
forte' of cars of the American
marque. I guess the only
O,ildren ············-················ 75c
difference is that I'd rather break
my neck going 60 on a winding
GRANDMOTHER'S PROPHESIES
mountain road . Chow .

by Tom Haluszczak

Inspir ations come m o st
frequently at the m·o st inoportune
moments ; usually while a
professor' s melodious voice is
boring the ·hell out of y9u to such
.an extent , you withdraw
consciousness and at once are
winding through Laguna Seca in a
Porsche 911 S at 130, easing into
the esses and Red-lining fifth
(5th) through the straights. 'fhe
defense mechanisms of your mind
which project your sanity through
the invention of grandeous
fantasies take over and
immediately transform a dream
into a more palpable reality. The
question , however , must
inevitably arise, "when does this
dream become concrete reality?"
or "when do I start living the l_ife
of Steve McQueen and stop
dreaming it?" He symbolizes the
epitome of individualism; aman
whose got it made and has always
had it thus because of his unique
ability to recognize deep within
himself an empathy for the crass
existance commonly referred to as
"life." Of course, we must
qualify ; the idealogy as shared by
McQueen and other staunch
tedeophobes holds that life is
independence of choice and
pursuit of fullfilment through the
use of the most efficient, most
venerable university of them all exposure to the world and its
ways. Somewhere between the
world' s ways and your own lies
that twilight zone of your values
as a person and your relevance as
a human being. In order to be
relevant to the world and see its'
beautiful and mysterious
correspondences, you must first
be in harmony , in full accord with
your own values ; here the cycle
ends - you must test it first
through experience ; experience
gained through intiinate exposure
to ·those elements tl\at intrigue
you most, and present themselves
in the secretive lives we live along
with Walter Mitty and countless
others in slow lectures at Willis
Hall. This arises_ quite a
disturbance within me since my

PARK THEATER

DON'l LOOK BACK

DYLAN - BAEZ
ZACHARIAH

The US Performance Scene
bv Frank lmbriaco

G.M. products (especially those
Welcome to the wild world ·of hypo-injected NOVAS!) meet
horsepower, cubic inches, foot daily visual inspection by all
pounds of tongue, high lift, and performance nuts on campus.
long duration camshafts. The Many have turned simple,
world of supercars, ponycars, frivolous Mavericks, Vegas, Pintos,
musclecars, super-imagemobiles and V.W.s into both wild looking
and drag cars. A world and running machines via mag
unfortunately, whose very wheels, wide tires, special exhaust
existence is constantly being systems, ad infinitum.
Let me say, you people are
threatened by legistration _as well
as the perennial enemy of the "tuned" in.
Briefly, my interest in cars date
performance · car owner, the
to my early teens and has
insurance company. Welcome!
My purpose in Rappin Shop progressed more so in the past
will be to keep you, the several years. Presently, my mode
enthusiast, on to the American of transportation is a midnight
Scene of automobiles. Being a blue 1971 NOVA SS 350
student at NSC for three years, it equipped with polyglass wide
is easy to see that many are as hip ovals, Cragar SS mag wheels,
on machinery as myself .. . sharp instrumentation, 4 speed, heavy
Mo Pars, A.M.C.'s, Fords, and
(Continued on Page 9)

,

Has the Devil been chasing you
Is that what makes you feel so blue
Cheer up, cheer up, my own dear
one
For your fight against him has been

won.

•

Yes you've been up against it at
times, and Fate in the form of the
Devil has been at the bottom of it
all. Now you can look ahead to
better times. You will dream about
the sun and that will be the
beginning of a bright future. You
are a very sincere individual, and
like to be surrounded by your good
friends. Your money troubles will
soon disappear and you will be able
to Indulge I n a few luxuries that
you've been craving. You will be
besieged by those less fortunate for
monetary help, and no one will go
unaided.
Drop anotlier Coln in slot and I will

by Al Malawka
Typing out this weeks segment
has me in a quandary . I don ' t
know for sure if I should answer
Miss Consales by way of My
Article , or rather answer her
face-to-face. Believing that I
should publicly, though, answer
all of my "razzes," I shall do so
through my article . Having Miss
Consales question my intentions
through the Sound Fury content,
I shall, therefore, answer her
publicly as she queried the same.
(I), Although it may sound
extremely ludicrous , I am
attempting to help the problem
by at least pointing it out. I never
claimed to have a way of being
able "to right all of the wrongs of
the world." I could answer your
question by asking the same in
reverse . You know, there are
women lawyers , policewomen and
prison matrons. Remember , there
are these choices. (2), The answer
that I'm going to give you to your
question is that it seems
incredibly weird to me_ that you
persist in making attacks ad
hominously against Bob Di

2 SYLVAN STREET

Notice

Course Evaluation October
21st

Student

1:40-:3:00.

Org.

MOOOO- MOOOO!
A little reminder to all of you
fellow readers, last weeks problem
is still the same as this weeks, Al is
still in bad shape . C'mon kids,
let•~ really get together and show
people that it CAN BE DONE . I
make no promise$ to you in
exchange for your money, except
that it will . go towards the
purchase of the CAR that young ·
me so desperately needs . The
mailing address is still the same, so
there ·is no excuse for forgetting
it:
Al Malawka
c/o Student Activities Office
Newark State College
Union, New Jersey 07083
P.S. Maybe these pix will
further convince you of what ·a
hard-worker I am and what a dire
situation I am in. Kinda' makes ya
wonna cry, don't it?

·TERM PAPERS UNLIMITED

tell more
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Fernando. That extra barb about
the clown suit really had me
rolling on the floor. Where did
you ever get that great sense of
humour? (3) , I feel sorry for you
that you felt like an ignorant
bovine. I can just say to you ,

RUTHERFORD, N.J.
933-61179
"WE GIVE RESULTS"

Due to technical difficulties, the
Readers' Theatre production of
"Fortune ls a Cowboy" will be
_presented in the Coffee House on
Wednesday, October 20th.

Young Multi-million dollar
ln18mational Company seeks
ambitious people; full or part
time. High income. 686-9138.
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FIRST SEMESTER FREE UNIVERSITY COURSES
Open to faculty, students, and friends. Time, date and place information not provided here will be
announced in the next INDEPENDENT and will be available in the STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE.

ALL COURSES ARE SCHEDULED TO BEGIN THE WEEK OF MONDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1971.

Macrame- Mrs. Bazaz - Mon. 1:40- V.E. 306 - Oct. 18
Women's Consciousness Raising - Janet Wilson - Mon. 4:00
p.m: - Alumni Lounge- Oct. 18
Photography - Floyd Gardner- Mon. 8:00 p.m. ~ V.E. 212
-Oct. 18
Origami - Lin Bachert - Tues. 1 :40 p.m. - Alumni Lounge
- Oct. 12
Black ·Women - Jan Jackson - Tues. 8:00 p.m. - Stud.
Activities Bid Oct. 12 Browsing Room

-

~

,.

~

\

.

I

---

Transcendental Meditation - Bob Lee - Tues. 1:40 p.m. Coffee House - Oct. 19 Wed. 8: 15 p.m. - Little Theatre Oct. 20

!-

---

\

Seminar on Concientious Objection - Dave Jones - Wed.
3:05 p.m. - Draft Counseling Office - Bk. Store - Oct. 20
Yoga - Dina Cetrullo - Thurs. 7:00 p.m. - Campus School
South Gym 118 - Oct. 21
.
Homosexuality - Richard Stanzione - Thurs. 8:00 p.m. Alumni Lounge - 21
Intermediate & Advanced Guitar - Dr. David Retty - Thurs.
1:40 p.m. -Alumni Lounge- 21
Rocle Music - Gary Wiernik & Bob Haynes - Fri. 1 :40 V.E. 112 - Oct. 22

Self Hypnosis - Don Maroun - Wed. 1 :00 p.m. - Alumni

Lounge - Oct. 20

---

-I
I.•

Non-Violent Resistance - Sue Feld - Wed. 8:00 - Alumni
Lounge - Oct. 20

~~
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~

. -

•

FREE UNIVERSITY.
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The US Performance Scene
(Continued from Page 7)

suspension, positraction, and. some
other small ne cessit ies.
Acceleration and handling are
excellent, furthermore I feel that.
the car falls in the direction that
the present day enthusiast is
moving. Cars of this type are a
sensib le a I te rna tive to the
money •squeezing,
insurance-strangling (although still
steep), monster engine muscle-cars
of the past. In short, cars of this
type were designed for · the
go-fast-but-stay-honest market.
Many who read this column
will ask what the future has in
store ,for the high performance
enthusiast. We feel the day of the
Detroit built supercar is rapidly
coming to a close. Performance
fans have been stradled with
excessively high insurance
premiums (600 plus myselO, and
stringint federal pollution laws are
killing the practicality of owning
such a car. As far as I am
concerned, the air pollution
problem (in relation to
automobiles) has been distotted
beyond all reality . Currently, the
big kick in the world is Ecology.
A few years ago, it was the
anti-guns. To say you're in favor
of automobiles polluting the air
immediately brands you · as a
narrow-minded extremist idiot in
the eyes of the public. I have the
desire to breathe clean air as much
as anyone else, but let's go about
it the pratical way ... deal with
the main source first,
INDUSTRY! If the politicians
weren't getting such fat pockets
through industrial scheming, air
pollution by cars (incidently
which is about 2%) could be
gotten rid of gradually. To single

Attention

All Ed.
Maiorsby Ann Vi{Jla
IMPORTANT!!!
JOIN THE S.E:A.
(Student Education
Association,
An S.E.A. Membership entitles
you as a future educator, to the
National ; State; and Local
Chapers. PLUS you will receive
N.J.E.A. PUBLICATIONS and
MAGAZINES, PLUS the S.E.A.
Membership Card will admit you
into the TEACHERS
CONVENTION at Atlantic City,
in November!
Gain additional insights into
your future profession! DON'T
DELAY! JOIN THE S.E.A. on
Tuesday , October 19th 9: 15 3:00 p.m. or Thursday , October
21st between 9: 15 and 3:00.
There will be a table located in
the Student Center in order for all
prospective new members to
obtain a MEMBERSHIP CARD.
Pay ONLY $3.50 membership
dues for the en tire 1971 -1972
school year. (Take advantage of
this low rate: because in the near
future the State dues will be
greatly increased).
ACT NOW!!!! - See you at the
Sign-Up table in the Student
Center on Tues. Oct. 19 or Thurs.
Oct. 21.
The Executive Board of the S.E.A.

~<

out every putting V .W. is absurd.
For your information , Mr. Nader,
high performance vehicles are the
best tuned and cleanest running
automo biles on the road. Go bug
Congress for legislation against
antique buses, trucks, an d the car
of the unconcerned Joe average.
lt looks as if performance in
the near future will not be
something you will be able to go
over to your local dealer and
finance for 36 months. Rather it
will be a series of planned
modifications you will have to do
to your own car.· Old fashioned
hot rodding ingenuity of the late
50's and early 60's is about to be
reborn. We of Rappin Shop think
this is better, and in keeping with
the old saying "if you've done it
yourself, you 've done it well ."
THOUGHT - NADER HAS
NEVER OWNED A CAR.

Get involved
Join Seate

Dana Still
Wants You

done to lend support to the mentioning is the producing job
concept of the album . . Another · Nash did. Many times when artists
weakness is Nash's guitar playing. self-produce they leave much to
(Continued from Page 5)
If he was a little more polished be desired . However, as I
mentioned earlier, I think Nash
which Nash recorded the vocal this would compliment the songs
should
have given a little more
tracks on a few of the numbers. he played in to some degree
thought to some of his vocal
anyway
.
These are the cu.ts with very.little
One of the more pleasurable tracks.
instrumentation where usually
Looking at the list of credits,
just guitar, piano or vocals are items to mention is the fine blend
we
find such names popping up as
present. In these tracks it sounds of vocal harmonies on the cuts
Dave Mason, Jerry Garcia, David
where
Nash
does
all
the
singing.
like he forgot to blow his nose for
Crosby , Dallas Taylor, Rita
about seven years or maybe he One song even has a tendency to
Coolidge and Vanetta Fields. J
was singing throu·gh his ear. Who remind me of some of the early
was glad to see that with all these
Hollies
stuff.
Another
point
worth
knows? Actually , it probably was
people at his disposal he didn't
rely heavily on any of them, thus,
displaying his capabilities as a
somewhat solo talent.

Newsounds

What is
Transcendental Meditation?
In two preparatory lectures to be given at Newark State, Bob

Lee of the Student's International Meditation Society will explain

Scholarship
To Be
Awarded
The Barbara Ann Tuffel
Scholarship will be awarded at the
beginning of the spring semester.
The recipient of this award must
be a junior or senior student who
is a member of a minority group.
and who is involved in activities
directed toward the improvement
of campus life for minority group
students. The award is in the
amount of $250 .00 and
applications for this scholarship
can be picked up in the Student
Activities Offices, the Office of
the Dean of Students, the
Exceptional Educational
Opportunities Office, The
Financial Aid Office, Whiteman
Hall and Dougall Hall. The
de ji,dline for returning the
completed applications to he
scholarship committee is Friday ,
December 3, 1971.
WANTED - STUDENT REPS
TO ORGANIZE GROUPS
FOR SKI TRIPS, TRAVEL,
AND
INTERSESSION
HOLIDA VS. COMMISSIONS
PLUS FREE TRAVEL
Write: Recreation Dimensions, 300
Park Avenue South, Rm. 1402,
New York, N.Y. 10010 - or c:all
212-~7122.

how:

TM develops creative intelligence and improves clarity of
perception at all levels of experience;
TM is practiced a few minutes morning and evening during
which time the body gains deep rest while the mind expands in
awareness;
TM is unique and natural, insuring full development of the
individual;
TM can be easily learned and enjoyed by everyone.
Transcendental Meditation, as taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi,
will be one of the first courses offered by the Free University this
semester. The Le<;_tures will take place on Tuesday, October 19th,
at 1 :40 PM in the Coffee House, and on Wednesday, October
20th, at 9 :15 PM in the Little Theatre.

transcendental meditation
as taught by

Maharishi

Mahesh

.Free

Gifts
_Available
Free Student Gift-Pax are now
available from the college health
service in the studens services
building. Due to a limited supply,
dis.tribution will be to
FRESHMAN ONLY. Gift-Pax
contain ,assorted products from
Bristol-Myers, Colgate-Palmolive,
Proctor and Gamble, Schick razor,
etc., enclosed in reusable plastic
bags. Come (while the supply
lasts) and show your I.D. card to
receive YOUR student Gift Pax.
The Health Service is in the
bookstore building and open from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

CLAIRIDGE THEATRE .
Bloomfield

Ave. Montclair

Wed. Oct. 13th to 19th
Groucho-Chlco-Harpo

THE MARX BROTHERS

"NIGHT AT THE OPERA"
AND "AT THE CIRCUS"

Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous
technique which .aJlows ·each individual to expand his
conscious mind and improve all aspects of life.
First set of Orientation Lectures
Tuesday ,Oct 19th at 1 :40 pm ......................Coffee House
Wednesday Oct 20th, at 8:15 pm .............. Little Theatre

STUDENTS' INTERNATIONAL MEDITATION SOCIETY
23 CORNELIA STREET
(JUST WEST OF 6th AVE AND WEST 4th STREET)

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10014
(212) 691-1170

Students $1.00 with
Student 1.0. Card

this Ad or

Notice
Oct. 14 at 1 :40. Republican
Club speaker, Bobby Lee candidate for Union County ·
Sheriff. In Sloan Lounge.

Sound And Fury
.
-

(Continued from Page 4)

offer but, like everything in life, it
is not handed out on a silver
platter. You can't put the blame
on
others for
your
"uninvolvement" .
In peace,
Michael Mangone

Birth
Control
Worries

. . .,

the exec. board for the feel I am capable of handling it.
committee. Thursday, October Having had a hand in student
14th there will be a meeting in the affairs in high school, my interest
Alumni Lounge during College has carried over even more so here
Free Hour and Thursday 21st at NSC. For this reason, I know
there will be a meeting in the not to make any far out promises
Student Org office during College that I may never be able to carry
Free Hour. Again I stress all · out, but to convey my sincere
people are welcome to come.
concern and determination in
Lena Welner student affairs and particularly
Publicity Chairman Freshmen goings-on. Anyone who
Course Evaluation wishes to see me can contact me
in Dougall Hall, room 306. My
mailbox number is 1302.
Thanks,
Ishan Wiggins

·Hearts &

Flowers

Walking In
The Rain

by Susan Cousins
It was one of those strange days in September when the weather
was tempermental and it rained one minute and was sunny the next, all
day long. My destination - snack bar, the usual "got to get something
before class" routine. En route from Willis parking lot, with my trusted,
faded, once yellow umbrella in hand; I found it necessary to use it.
Rain is hardly a favorite of mine, but this time it did some good.
It made me put up my umbrella which in turn inspired some guy
walking behind me to suggest we share it.
·
Now how many people do you meet under an umbrella? Not
Many Especially wearing a black suit nd tie and . a white shirt. At
Newark State - never!
Well, I've never had a more interesting walk in the rain. This guy
was really nice. Of course we talked about the important things on
campus like the terrible lines in the bookstore and the puddles we were
trying fo step around and both of us staying under the umbrella. He
even volunteered to hold the umbrella, which I thought was rather
polite of him (considering how many doors have been slammed in my
face so far this year).
But it was a short walk. He handed me the umbrella, thanked me
Fellow Freshman:
Do you want to be part of one and headed toward the bookstore to stand in those long lines.
Rain still isn't anything to look foreward to, but you can meet
of the greatest classes in N.S.C .
the nicest people under the umbrella.
history?
To accomplish this goal, it
takes competent leadership, hard
. work, patience and diligence.
I believe that I possess the
qualities that are necessary in
helping to make this goal a reality.
My name is Ann Kosser and I
. am looking forward to meeting
and greeting you as corresponding
Secretary of the Class of 1975.
I will not make a lot of
promises but I do promise to
Open Mondays 1-4:30 P.M.
work hard, pay full ·attention to
the needs of our class and make
sure that we as a class will be

To the class of '72
To the editor:
We would like to extend our
I was interested to receive a
warm thanks and appreciation to
copy of the Birth Control
the class of '72 for their concern
Handbook which, as far as I can
in the task of trying to make this
gather, was made available free to
students by the student year's Homecoming a success. The
organization . The cake sale which they promoted
sr t raightforward, complete showed initiative and proved that
discussion of anatomy and
"where there's a will, there's a
contraception are a necessary and
way."
valuable part of a person's
Special thanks to Alan and
education and I was glad to see
Beth.
this being distributed .
Sincerely,
I was distresses, however, by
The Sisterhood of
the underlying anti-population
Nu Sigma Tau
control philosophy which
permeated the booklet. The
introduction states that "the
population control movement
presents a new danger to basic
human rights", and then attempts
to present "basic social change" as Dear Editor:
the only solution to our current
We would like to announce a
problems. In its attack on the
membership drive for our new
Zero Population . Growth "Fra-Ority" (Fraternity-Sorority).
organization, they present many Our table will be located in the represented in every aspect of
inaccuracies and distortions. Using back left hand corner of the . college life.
China as a shining example of a Student Center. Just look for the
I can not do so unless you vote
country which has managed to "alpha beta soupa" sign. We are for me. So please, on October 21
feed an enormous population, the also willing to accept challenges vote
Ann Kosser
booklet neglects to mention that
from any sorority or fraternity in
Corresponding Secretary
China has had a strong population any sport from marbles to
Thank you,
control program along with its "Widit." Membership is open to
Ann Kosser
changes in economic and political
anyone who will not ignore their
policies. No one believes that a friends but bring them to our
decline in population is the - table and drink of the sacred
answer, but manh of us believe chicken soup. We hope to see
that it has to be part of any everyone there: students, faculty, To the class of "75":
solution.
My name is Paul Addeo and
maintenance and kitchen staff.
I hope that the students who
The Committee, I'm running for President of the
read this booklet are sophisticated
T.Metzler, H. O'Brien freshman class. I'm not in this
enough to have separated the
M. Kukiowak, C. Kirshbaum election because I want to win a
rather naive political biases of the P.S. Our pledge: "We Conjure up popularity contest, because I feel
authors from the rest of this the Underdogs." "Mephestophiles,
that went out when I graduated
otherwise valuable publication.
Lucifer we gonna summon you. from high school four years ago.
Sincerely, Beezlebub, mumbo jumbo, As a matter of fact I never won a
Florence Peterson chicken gumbo too! We pledge popularity contest. But that's
allegiance to the flag and to the neither here nor there. I'm in thisBrooklyn zoo alpha beta soupa election because I feel that I can
forever may it stan4 whether it is do a job that will benefit both the
TO ALL STUDENTS
homemade, frozen or in cans! Dr. class of "75" and Newark State.
I feel that through my
Holzschlag's Legs!
AND FACULTY,
experience in both the Marine
Last year there were numerous
Corps, and Viet Nam that I can
complaints both oral and written
better except the responsibilities
regarding Course Evaluation. •At
that go along with the job.
present the results are being
After reading the columns my
printed and will be handed out
opponents placed in the ·
very shortly to all interested
"Independent", I was surprised to
people. So much for last year's -I I'm sure the majority of our
see that no one mentioned the
evaluation. What happened to all · class has a genuine interest in the
points that are really the big
those boisterous souls (students upcomeing Freshmen elections.
hang-ups facing the freshman class
and faculty alike)? Are they However, for those that aren't
as well as it's president.
suddenly content with the familiar with the candidates and
There are four major problems
.committee? Don't they want their positions, this is my reason
facing the president of the class of
anything done this year or do for introducing myself.
"75". They are:
they intend to remain in hiding
On the ballot you won't see .
. I. The breaking away form
until it is time to complaint· my name as many students know
being high school oriented.
Several meetings have been me. Due to a mistake, they have
2. Representation, both in
scheduled and with the exception printed my name as Kevin
student organization, and to the
of two or three new people no Wiggins, but I'm more popularly
administration.
one had shown up to the\ known as Ishan. Knowing how
3. More and better counceling.
meeting.,. There aren't even· important this position is was my
4.
Forming student activities in
1
enough people to fill positions on reason for being a candidate, for I .
(Continued on Page 14)

'75
Spirit

Greek
Gumbo

NSC Draft

Counseling &

Information Service
~n Book Store Bldg.

Thursdays 12:30-3:00 P.M.
In Case of Emergencies
CONTACT: David Jones
Fine Arts Dept.
or if Necessary call 234-0266
or Consult
Leslie Wolfe
527-3147

More On '75

Evaluation

For Pres
Of '75

Notice
Dear Kathy

Got your note. Don't worry
About a thing. All is forgiven
Ed

i-==================================================.!

NEED EXTRA MONEY
FOR CHRISTMAS?
Conscientious, talkative women/men wanted to
demonstrate national brand housewares product in
department stores and discount stores.
Demonstration spots available in N.Y., LI., lower
Conn., N_J., Pa., for the weeks between
Thanksgiving and Christmas. You need a car.
PAY IS $2.50 PER HOUR
($20.00 PER DAY)
FULL DAYS 1 to 9:00 p:m. AND HALF DAYS 5
to 9:00 p.m. ARE AVAILABLE WRITE OR
CALL
LELAND INDUSTRIES, INC.
85 TYLER PL.
SO. PLAINFIELD, N.J. 07080

201-753-7715 Miss Fritz

THE#i'BpPEN;Q~NT ~,..,.

COLLEGE CENTER BOARD _ _
·presents

The He 11 o People

plus
Revival
SATURDAY, OCT. 23

8:00 P.M.
ALL SEA TS

so~

TICKETS ON SALE AT
STUDENT CENTER INFO. DESK
One of the most unusual groups to hit the contemporary pop
scene in the past five years has been the HELLO PEOPLE.

West. They played numerous universities, and made two
L.P.'s for Phillips.

Many today make a cult of individualism, (doin' your own
thing), and for that reason HELLO PEOPLE stand out in
stark contrast. They perform in white face, further they
enjoy the anonymity provided by the white mask as they
make use of ·the ancient art of MIME, while performing their
music.

Then it happened - they disappeared, totally got lost. The
assumption was, no doubt, that they had ~lit up. A
spokesman for the group explained the disappearance.
HELLO PEOPLE were disenchanted and felt that isolated
work could bring about even more incredible results. After
14 months of writing and rehearsing they are now resuming
their performing career.

The success gen~rated by HELLO PEOPLE in a relatively
short time was astounding. The look of the group, plus the
impact of MIME, developed an emotional contract in their
appearances that distinguished the HELLO PEOPLE as
unique. Show Business recognized their uniqueness
immediately. Carson had them a number of times on "The
Tonight Show", they appeared on "The Today Show";
_-Cavett put them on; so did the Smothers Brothers and Mike
Douglass; Grahm put them in the Fillmore, both East and

HELLO PEOPLE is an original. They have joined together of
the classic art of PANTOMINE and the contemporary sounds
of jazz and rock music for an exciting, happy and completely
integrated _show. HELLO PEOPLE are something which
MUST BE SEEN! HELLO PEOPLE are something which
MUST BE HEARD! We invite you to see the HELLO
PEOPLE. We invite you to hear the HELLO PEOPLE. We
invite you to embrace the HELLO PEOPLE.

_
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The Cruel Practice Of Vivisection

One day, though probably not laboratories still remain and must
be stopped before the value of life
will generally be regarded as an sinks to an even lower level than it
atrocity , an obsolete practice is today .
totally useless because people will
A controversy over whether
finally realize that there are far helpless animals should be used
better ways to test drugs and for laboratory experiments has
other chemicals and to find cures arisen this past year because of
for human deseases than to use recent action by the state
defenseless animals. Vivisection legislature. Last spring the New
has become so engrained in the Jersey Legislature voted on a bill
American tradition that people introduced by Assemblyman
become down-right defensive Christopher Jackson (D-Hudson)
when one states this that would protect dogs and othe1
anti-vivisectionist view . ("But it animals in pounds and shelters
, cures cancer!") Statistics telling of from being sold or made _available
the one million cats and four for
the purpose of
million dogs, and countless frogs , experimentation. The bill was
mice , rabbits, and monkeys that unanimously passed by both
are annually dissected , maimed ,
and tortured in the name of
science surely pale next to the
news that the government has
spent $200 billion in Vietnam ,
but the horrors committed in
in my lifetime, animal vivisection

Houses, and the fifty-five humane
organizations staged a march in
front of the state capital to show
their support. So is this bill now
law? No . for the last six months
A-852 has collected dust on
Governor Cahill's desk because
pharmaceutical firms and medical
groups have protested the state's
actions.
I find their opposition
time-consuming and cruel. Each
year two million stolen pets and
many millions more m1ssmg
animals wind up on laboratory
tables. Because their backgrounds
are unknown, only a minority are
vivisected ; most are utilized by
pharmaceutical firms as guinea

pigs· (ever wonder how that phrase
was coined?) for their fiendish
experiments conducted to test the
amount of detergent needed to
burn and scar animal's eyes and
the ingredients of hair dye that
can cause horrible reactions when
plunged down small throats.
{These are relatively mild, by the
way.) Because these experiments
are required by the Federal
Hazardous Substances Labeling
Act, they are , unfortunately,
mandatory . However , these
barbaric tests need not be
repejtted over and over by
different testors for the same
products; instead, the results of
each individual should be filed in

a c entral place for all
manufacturers to see. And one
other poin t
if th is
experimentation is so vital to the
welfare of the American public,
why is it necessary to use missing
or stolen animals?
The future of too many
defenseless animals is at stake for
Governor Cahill to delay putting
hi~ signature on A-852 . If people
had an appreciation of animal life,
maybe human life would not seem
so cheap .
COMING: Present day
replacements for animals in labs
and a comment on " educational'·
experiments.

Classified
National Corporation
expanding in this area has a
need for part-ti!Tle help. Hours
can be arranged to fit your
schedule. Write to Box 213 1-R,
Morristown , New Jersey 07960
for interview appointment.

BATTERED
BABIES.

DANA REVIEW
Submit poetry, prose
photography, people, etc.

Deadline for Fall Issue
NOVEMBER 24

WNSC Radio
1st General Meeting
Tues., Oct. 19
1:40 P.M.
Alumni Lounge All
Those Who Signed
Up Must Attend.

T·HERE MUST BE A ·LAW.

This baby seal was lucky. It was dead before it was skinned. Some infant seals are still alive after the
bludgeoning and beating. But the hunters don't always wait for death to slice off the soft baby pelts.
And meanwhile the helpless mothers must look on, sometimes hurling themselves over their dying
babies in one last attempt to save them.
There must be a law.
There must be a law to end the slaughter bf hundreds of thousands of baby seals every Spring. There
must be a law to protect all the animals of the sea that are being killed by man unnecessarily-the
whale, the walrus, the seal, the sea lion, the porpoise, the polar bear. ·
And there can be a law. If you help. If you get involved. The Harris-Pryor Bill can .become the law of
the land and the oceans to protect all threatened animals.
THE HARRIS PRYOR BILL: (al would make the slaughter of any ocean mammal by any United States citizen or corporation a criminal offense; (bl would ban the import into the United States .of products from these animals: {c) calls
for the State Department to initiate an international treaty ending the killing of ocean mammals; (d) designates the
Pribilof lslonds a sanctuary for seals, sea lions, birds and other wildlife, to be promoted as a tourist attraction for the
economk: well-being of the native Aleuts.

eaningful Semester
ou'll ever spend ...
could be the one on
World CamP.US Afloat
Sailing Feb. 1972 to Africa and the Orient
Through a transfer format, more than 5,000
· students from 450 campuses have participated
for a semester in this unique program in international education.
,.'
WCA will broaden your horizons, literally and
figuratively . .. and give you a better chance to
make it- meaning"fully-in thi s changing world.
You 'll study at sea with an experienced cosmopolitan faculty, and then during port stops
you'll study the world itself. You 'll discover that
no matter how foreign and far-away, you have a
lot in common with people of other lands.
WCA isn't as expensive as you might think ;
e've done our best to bring it within reach of
most college students. Write today for Ire
details.

SUPPORT THE HARRIS-PRYOR BILL OF RIGHTS FOR OCEAN MAMMALS
WHAT YOU CAN DO TO STOP BRUTAL KILLING OF SEA ANIMALS
First, refuse to wear or tiuy the skins of any wildlife.

Second, write your two senators and your representative to
the Federal Congress. Ask them to co-sponsor the HarrisPryor Bill-S. 1315; H.R. 6558. (Please send copies of your
letters and any replies to CHL, address in the coupon.)

Third, ask any organization to which you belong to send an
official resolution of support for the Bill to Senator Harris or
Representative Pryor, The Congress, Washington, D. C. 20510.

Fourth, place this advertisement in your local newspaper.
Fifth, join the CHL to give the animals your voice and vote.

Sixth, help CHL continue it~ work by sending money with the
coupon on the right.

-------------------------------Miss Alice Herrington, Chairman
Committee for Humane Legislation, Inc.
l l West 60th Street
New York, N. Y. l 0023

I want to help protect the animals. I enclose $, _ ___ (payable
to CHL) . Please add my name to your mailing list, and send me
a mat of this advertisement so that I can place it in my local
newspaper.
NAMc___ _ _ _ __
STREET & NUMBE..___

_

_
_

_
_

_

_ _ _ _ __ _ __ __

_ __ _ __

_

_

_

_

CITY _ _ _ _ _ __ __ STATE,:__ _ __..z1p COD~-

TEACHERS: Summer trav~I with credit for teach
rs and administrators.

am

Write Today to,
~::t=+l-::i Chapman Colle1e,
Box Ct!26, Oran1e, California 9266

r

•

_ __
--
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Revision Of The General Ed. Req·uirement
Sought By College Curriculem Committee
Revision of the General Ed.
Requirements sought by College
Curriculum Committee
The College Curriculum
Committee has undertaken a
review of the general education
component of the curriculum . A
sub-committee charged
specifically with this task has
completed a report which includes
a proposed revision of general
education. Before any action is
taken , the viewpoints of all
segments o f the college
community need to be heard.
The foll owing report is
published in the INDEPENDENT,
so that students may have the
opportunity to examine it and
forward their reactions through
t h eir class officers to the
Curriculum Committee . It is only
an informed citizenry that can
make a valid contribution .
After review by the College
Curriculum Committee of the
reactions and recommendations of
students , fac ult y a n d
administrators it will send this
data a l o n g wi t h i ts
recommendations to the Senate
fo r final action.
The Ad Hoc Committee on the
Revision of the General Education
e lec tives w·as appointed by the
All-College Curriculum Committee to
make a study of the present General
Education requirements and to make
recommendations regarding revision. In
developing the proposals, the Ad Hoc
Committee was guided by the
following considerations:
l) the recommendation of the
Trustees of Newark State College that, .
as so many areas of academic study are
of importance, no single course should
be required of all students;
2) the trend among outstanding
liberal arts colleges, as well as among
experimental colleges, toward a
reduction in fixed requirements and an
increase in the choice given to
students. In this context the 60 hours
of General Education at Newuk State
appear as excessively rigid and limiting.
3) the fact that wide differences
exist in the previous preparation and
educational opportunity of students
which make it necessary, through
greater flexibility in general educati~n
requirements, to allow of more
individualized programs, and unique
patterns of specialization ;
4) the desirability thal students be
allowed to defer study in certain areas
until they feel able to gain most from
their courses;
5) the concern of the Committee to
formulate recommendations whose
implementation would most conduce
to the liberal education of students. In
this respect they have recognized that
each discipline has strong claims to be
included, but have attempted to avoid
being influenced by any particular
interest.
The Recommendations of the Ad Hoc
Committee
T)te Ad Hoc Committee studied

General Education Requirements of
various colleges which ranged from
Newark State College' s present plan to
. no General Education requirements at
all. After many hours of discussion,
controversy, suggestion, and report,
the Committee finally agreed on the
following recommendations which
they deem to meet the particular needs
of Newark State College :
General Education Requirements
shall be reduced from 60 semester
hours to 30 to 32 semester hours.
Courses to meet the requirements may
be taken at any time in the students'
years of study. They shall be
distribu led among six clustered
disciplines:
Communications . .. . .. . . . .' .. 6 s.h.
Humanities and History . . . . . .. 6 s.h.
Mathematics and Science .... . 6-8 s.h.
Social and Behavioral Sciences . . 6 s.h.
Aesthetics/Avocations . .. ... . . 6 s.h.

Definitions

Implementation of the General
Edu cation Revision requires clear
guidelines and agreement on critical
definitions:
General Education

General Education is that part of
stud e nts ' c ollege e x perie n ce
partic.ularly concerned with two
generalized objectives:
l) broadening students' fields of
vmon through requiring study in
subjects in which they have as yet no
disciplined experience.
2) d ee p e ning s tud e nt s'
understanding in subject of _general
value, with which they already have an
acquaintance.

The details of admission through
competence to various levels will be
the responsibility of the English
department in conference with the
appropriate admini strators and
Curriculum Committees.
Humanities and History (6 s.h.)

This proposed cluster of disciplines
includes Literatur e, Philosophy,
Foreign Language and History. Exce pt
for Philosophy, these disciplines have
been studied by students before
entering college, and they tend to be
chose n fr e quently as unfettered
elec tives. Moreover, Foreign Language
and History are frequently named as
cognate courses within the major
requirements. When so used, they may
not be counted as General Edu cation
General Education Requirements
These are courses whi ch must be Re quirements. Consequently , most
chosen from within the clusters of students will selec t a number of
disciplines considered by the college courses from this cluster of disciplines.
commu nity to contribute to the Mathematics and Science (6-8 s.h.)
This cluster includes Mathematics,
studen ts' general edu ca tion.
Selections from enact cluster are Biological Science, Ear th an d Plane tary
obligatory, but no single cou rse is Scie nce, & Chemistry/Physics. The
required of all students. Where specific fl e x ible se mes ter hour allocation
cou rses now exist (are now required) in renects the variation in credi ts per
the colleg e c urricu lu m , the cou rse among the science options.
departments involved will be expected Many major programs have cognate
to develop viable course op lions.
require men ts from th is cluster of
Major Program Requirements within disciplines.
the Department

Social and Behav ioral Sciences

Those courses or options within a
departmen t which are deemed essential
for major specialization.

This cluster includes Sociology ,
An thropology, Econom ics, Geography ,
Political Scie nce, and Psychology .
These disciplines usually represent new
educational ex periences at the collcg1:
level.

Cognate Requirement
A course required within a major

program which is offe red by a
department other than the major
department. In the case of the
programs in Professional Education the
cognate requirement will refer to
specified courses outside the Division
of Professional Studies. A Cognate
Requirement may not be used to
satisfy the General Education
requirements.
Recommended Elective
A course which is

specifically
recommended by the major
department as a potentially valuable
supplement to the required major
courses.
Unfettered Elective
A course which the student freely

selects.
Distribution Requirements

Under the proposed revision, the
category Distribution Requirem.-.ts
will no longer refer to a specific
category of requirements since all
General Education requirements will
be options from clustered disciplines.
Requirements Specific to the Majo,

This phrase has been replaced by
Cognate Requirements. The category
Required Courses in G-ral Education

no longer exists.
Cluster of
Disciplines Rationale

According to the committee
guidelines, the primary goal was to
reduce the number of semester hours
of General Education Requirements
and provide students with a larger
choice of electives. It is the
committee's view that any clustering of
disciplines developed by an educational
institution reflects, in part, considered
judgment and, in part, subjective
decision. It should be possible for a
particular course to be transferred
from one cluster to another or be
allocated to more than one cluster
through the usual procedure for
curriculum change. The committee has
developed supporting rationale for
certain of the proposed clusters of
disciplines.
Communications (6 s.h.)
In the judgment of the committee,
the ability of the college graduate to
write clearly and to speak effectively is
an important mark of the educated
person. Many of our students need
special help in these skills, and others
can profit from the opportunity to
develop advanced competence. The
committee recognizes three levels of
study within current college programs:
1) Basic reading and writing courses
for no credit.
2) Intermediate - Composition I
and/or II or equivalents.
3) Advanced courses in writing,
linguistics, speech and other
communications options.

recommended by the Trustees, every
effort should be made to provide the
student with more than the minimum
number of Unfettered Electives. This
would permit the student to explore
widely , to develop minor programs and
int erdisciplinary collateral studies.
Within the Revised General Education
are recommendations a student' s
program could range from generally
restrictive to flexible as indicated
below:

General Education
Requirements
Major program
courses within the
department or
within School of
Education
majors)
Cognate
Requirements
Unfettered
Electives

32 s.h.

30 s.h.

40 s.h.

30 s.h.

12 s.h.

0 s.h.

40 s.h.
64 s.h.
124 s.h. 124 s.h.
5) A foreign language shall no
longer be required for all liberal arts
majors. Instead, departments must
sp ec if y in ac cordan ce with
recommendation 2 (supra) whether in
a given major the language is required
or not and to what level the student
must go.

Course Distributio'\
Restricted
Program
(Hypothetical)
Flexible
Program
(Hypothetical)

Don't Be Caught Napping .. •
In This Uptight
Way ...
A PERSIAN KING

. WATERBED
• Try One

is the Best Sleep yet

$2Q00 UP

• Rent One
• Buy ~ne

PERSIAN KING, INC.
"New Dimension Furniture"
.
242 Morris Ave., Springfield • 376-9170 ,~_i_.,__....,

Aesthetics and Avocations

This somewhat novel cluster of
di sciplines provides an opportunity for
studcn ts to sample either by a single
course or through a six-semester-hour
sequence a specialized area such as
Fine Arts, Music, Theatre Arts,
Physical Education and Health. It is
assumed that the study, even if not
pursued as a major interest, could
become a life-time avocation.

You'll NEVER BE ALONE ON A
PERSIAN KING WATERBED!

HOMECOMING
1971

Implementation

The Ad Hoc Committee
recommends that each student select
six semester hours from each of the
clustered disciplines as presented.
Implementation of revised General
Education Plan requires further
decisions. The Ad Hoc Committee
makes the following auxiliary
recommendations which are related to
college requirements:
1) To meet the requirements for
the.Baccalaureate degree each student
shall complete ·124 semester hours of
college credit. (Students completing
professional laboratory courses will no
longer be required to complete 128 s.h.
of courses)
2) It will be the responsibility of
the individual department in
consultation with the appropriate Dean
and Curriculum Committee to specify
the cognate requirements and
recommended options for each major
program.
3) Major requirements and cognates
shall be so designated that no student
shall have fewer than 40 semester
hours of Unfettered Electives.
4) Although it is recognized that
certain major programs may require
more than the 30 semester hours

Soccer

Squires vs Monmouth

11:00 a.m.

Lunch

Beef and Beer

12:00 Noon Downs Hall

Football

Squires vs Jersey City

2:15 p.m.

Field

Halftime

Homecoming Queen

3:15 p.m.

Field

4:15 p.m.

Downs Hall

Field

Crowning
Reception

Cocktail Party

An events except the Cocktail Social are free to students with

I.D.'s. Cocktail Social $2.00 per person. Faculty are invited.

College Center Board
PRESENTS

Anne of 1,000 Days

Come to the

Sunday, Oct 17

NSC 1.0. Admits Student
And One Guest

Coffee House

C.C.B. Film Committee Meeting - Thurs. Oct. 14 - 1 :40 Coffee

House

Monday -

FACULTY
ADMINISTRATION,
AND STAFF

Notice

· Friday -

8pm

7:45 PM - T.P.A.

0 fficial Basketball Practice
starts October 15th 4:00 p.m.
Gym B & C. You must have a
physical before you caO' practice.
Bring sneakers, equipment and
certification from Health Services
that you passedyour
physkal.
,

- lam
..

-------------

The
EXPLORE*ENCOUNTER
COMMITTEE will host a Coffee
Hour to ans_, your questions
about Encounter Groups:

What do Encounter groups
attempt to accomplish?
Q.: What sort of encounter group
would you like to participate in?
Q . :
Are encounter groups
.dangerous
Q.: can Encounter Groups promote
·Q.:

positive change?

Coffee Hour Sloan Lounge, College
. Center Tuesday, October 21st at
1:40 PM (Free hour)

----------------
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Construction Technology
Degree I_nvoked
An i nnov ative s tep i1 .
education designed to provide
college trained middb managers
for the mechanical contracting
indu st ry ha s been recently
developed as a cooperative effort

among NSC , Newark College· of
Engineering and the Mechanical
Contractors Association of New
Jersey. ·

Officials met on September
16th to discuss plans for student
recruitment for the Fall of 1972.
The program has been designed as
a cooperative effort offering
technical training with a
(Continued from Page 3)
foundation · in liberal arts and
Dickinson, Drew, and Trenton business administration. The
State attended. At the New increasing sophistication in
Brunswick meeting, students were ' construction technology and
organized into regions and a State business techniques have
Steering Committee.
accelerated the demand for this
PIRG was started in Oregon special ·academic preparation.
and Minnesota last year , where Formerly contracting personnel
the programs were successful as a were field trained in the skilled
result of student, faculty, and trades and then brought into the
community support. Students in office.
twelve other states are mobolizing
Students working toward a
support for their own public bachelor of science degree in
interest groups.
mechanical contracting
PIRG will serve as a means for technology will attend the
organizing concerned students and division of technology at Newark
giving a direction for their College of ·Engineering in the
frustrations.
evenings. (Courses taken will

Curriculum
Expands
(Continued from Page 3)

indicators for the future show
that careers in the technical and
service areas will become crucial
very shortly."
Statistics released earlier this
month by the American
Association of State Colleges and
Universities show that in 1967
· 35,000 students were enrolled in
vocational education programs,
and in 1970 the number had risen
to 52,000 students in similar
programs, an increase of 81 %.
Newark State College plans to
add additional courses of study
related to the growing vocational
and technical careers. According
to Dr. Weiss, "these new courses
of study are as academically
sound as any offered in either the
School of Arts and Sciences or the
School of Education." He added
further , "the cooperative
programs such as management
science and industrial technology
also offers the student the chance
to receive proactical on-the-job
experience which makes him a
stronger competitor for
employment upon graduation."

primarily be that of a technical

Four Issued Certificate
Of Recognition
Four NSC stundents have been
issued a "Certificate of
Recognition" by the Newark
Public Schools in appreciation of
their outstanding services as
volunteer tutors·during the school
crisis in that City last year.
The studetns are: Mmes. Merrie
Gordon, a junior fine arts major;
Ulrike Kocuiba , a senior
education major ; Maureen O'Neill,
a junior education major; and
Linda Pakrul, a junior education
major.
The students were honored for
their "outstanding volunteer
service to Metropolitan Newark
Youth."

Gripes?!

Dean of the School of
Education, Dr. Robert Granger
stated, "the stud~nts who have
earned this award have
demonstrated the commitment on
the part of many of our students
to help where and when it is
needed ." He added , "the entire
tutorial program of the College
showed the interes and desire to
help on the part of many students
and faculty ." President Nathan
Weiss in his recent Convocation
address stated "l am pround of
the efforts of all those who
participated in the tutorial
program, and equally proud of the
College's · determination to
continue these efforts."

Squire Rooters
Annex 1st Win

After dropping its first two
decisions to Paterson 2-0 and a
Upsala 4-3 the soccer team beat
Rutgers So. Jersey 4-0.
The Squires controlled the
game from the onset. After out
,,/
shooting the opponent 12-0 in the
fust period , but failing to score,
the squires rammed home four
goals in the second period. Fresh
(Continued from Page 3)
an Peter Alli had three goals and
Foskey before the deadline
Bob Von Berg added the other on
dwindled to nothing. I had an a corner kick .
assignment with no story to
The addition of Alli to the line
complete it.
up gives . Newark an excellent
Why didn't Mr. Foskey and the
offense. This hopefully will take
other members of the faculty , some of the pressure off the
w h o o p p o se S tu de n t
defense.
representation on the committees,
The win was really needed as in
take advantage of this
the Upsala game Newark lost 4-3
opportunity to voice their
but completely out played Upsala.
~b.te~~i?~s _~d to subs~antiate We out shot them 48-16 including
-thei, sta1tKt:-.- - - - - - - - - - , , - -l8-6-in-the - second-half In this

RTP

nature, i .e . heating and
air-conditioning, construction
supervision, etc.; and courses
taken during the day at Newark
State's cam pus in general .
education with some technical
courses such as technical writing
and quality control.) NSC will
award the final bachelor of
science degree.
Dr. Glen Thatcher,
Coordinator for the Technology
program at Newark State, stated
"ex tensive recruitment will take
place in the High Schools during
the Fall of 1971." Dr. Vance
Snyder , Chairman of the
Industrial Studies Department
here, cited this new program as
"the first of its kind in the State,"
and added "there are only a few
other similar ones in the whole
country." It was noted by Mr.
Benjamin Georgia, Education
Director for the MCA "a special
orientation program wiJI be held
for interested students at Newark
States' Industrial Studies Building,
Wednesday, November 10, 1971
at 7:30 p.m."

game Newark showed their come
back ability . They tied their score
at half time and Jed 3-2 going to
the fourth quarter. Upsala then
went ahead 4-3 but Newark
scored again. The goal called back
on a close play .
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Sound and Fury
(Continued from Page 10)

which the people of the freshman
class can know who's in their
class.
Though they might not sound
important to know, they are in
reality some of the most
important points facing the
freshman while attending N.S.C.
The main reason why N .S.
seems to be_ so high school
oriented is because it is basically a
commuter school. I have already
begun working on this problem, as
I am on the Board of Executives
in Dougall Hall. Another reason is
because the attitude of people
attending N.S. is so bad it is really
pathetic - it, in plain English stinks. Why is this? Because
everyone finds some excuse about
why or why he cannot take part
in any activity! They seem to
leave it up to someone else.
The second thing is
representation in Student
Organization. The only way this is
going to come about is through
combined efforts of the president
of the freshman class and the
freshman class itself. This could
be done by both class meetings
and suggestion boxes set up in the
lounge in the student center. The
president of a class as big as the
class of "75" cannot go into the
student organization and say he
wants this, and that without
knowing exactly what it is that his
fellow classmates want. I'd be a
fool to try.
The third thing is counseling.
As a freshman , it is important to
know what subjects are best to
take, and who the most proficient
teacher would be. I propose to set
up a committee to help the
freshman as much as possible. I
will be supplied with some
information as I am a member of
course evaluation committee. If
there is any answers this
committee would not be able to
answer it would be able to direct
someone in the right direction.
The fourth reason is activities
in which the members of the
freshman class can get to know
who's who in his class. Most
freshman coming into this college
seem to find groups stay with the
people they knew in high school.
Cliques are alright in high school ,
but this is a college so why not
know who Joe Schmuchalotta?
Another this is organizing
activities in which more money
can be made for the freshman
class. I also feel that I could be of
some help in his field as I am an
employee of student activities.
So, like I said in the beginning,
I'm not out to win a popularity
contest with anyone. I'm running
because I feel I can do a good job
for the freshman class. There's
alot to be done as president and I
feel that I can do, but only with
your support. So when the
elections come around, I'm sure
that you'll make the right choice.
Thank you
Paul Addeo

Peter Alli had two goals and
Rich Freda one for the Squires. In
the first three games the stand
outs have been Peter Alli, Bob
Von Bergen, Jim Caswell and
Mike Knoth plus goalies Frank
Laughlin and Gorge Barca. With
more co nsistent play, and For the class of '7 5:
improved defense and a potent
Thursday , October 14th marks
offense the Squires should a very important day for the class
improve their record .
of '75. From 9 o'clock in the
The Squires will return home morning tmtil. 4 :30 in the
on Sat. , Oct. 16 , against afternoon the primaries -for the
Monmouth. Come see the Squires executive board of the freshman
class will be held. Our class is
anif Peter "Pete" AUL-.
.

clearly the largest in the school at
present with over 1200 students.
It is important that we have good
representation for our class and it
is up to us to elect people who we
feel could responsibly fill these
positions.
I am AMY HERSHEY and am
a candidate for president of our
class. l would like to see the best
for us this year. As your president
and with your support, I know we
can make this year favorable for
all of us. I am a dorm student and
therefore I am on campus
throughout the entire week. This
enables me to become very much
aware of the problems which
arise . I would like the opportunity
to deal with these and all issues
effectively through Student
Organization. It would be an
honor to serve you as president. I
hope we will be working together
this year.
See you on Thursday,
AMY HERSHEY
To the Class of 1975,
With the primaries already
upon us, let me reiterate some of
the points I attempted to make in
last week's edition of the
Independent. Today, you will be
called upon to use your voting
power. Use it wisely! If you don't
show up to vote, then don't
ridicule those persons who have
made it through the primary to
the final election. These
candidates have given theu: best.

and by your absence, you concede
any say in the matter - whether
you like them or not!
As I said last week , it would be
nice if all 1200 freshmen could
meet their candidates. However,
this becomes slightly impractical
when one can't tell a freshman
from a senior. This was the reason
why the Frosh Table came into
being. It was hoped that enough
freshmen with an interest in their
class, would draw their peers to it,
thus creating both a social and
political center for the class. In
addition, it will remain there long
after the elections have been
completed.
Finally, if I am elected
President of your class, it is with
he intention that I will coordinate
its functions. I willl not be a
"yes" man, a one man show, or a
complaint department! If you
want something done, or don't
like something, please come see
me and I will listen! Be prepared ,
however, to give at least an idea
for an alternative solution because it is your class too, and
we should work together, not as
individuals! I am making no
promises excepte that I will give
my best at all times.
Jerry Riehl

Ditto
know it's late, but I missed
last week's deadline ; so here it is,
another declaration of candidacy .
My name is Bill Lange and I'm
running for freshman president. I
think it's ridiculous to declare a
platform since I haven' t been
around Jong enough to really
know everything that's going on.
But don' t think I'm not trying to
find out what's going on, because
(Continued on Page 15) .
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NSC Defeats Drew
by Sharon Marcus

It was a beautiful day Tuesday.
Oct. 5th, for everything. The sky
was blue, the weather warm , and
Newarks' Field hockey team
posted it's first victory for the
1971 season.
Newark was host, as Drew
traveled from Madison, NJ, to also
start their new season. The varsity
-team, led by Capt. Sandy Murphy ,
started the game. NSC quickly
gained control of the ball, as the
defense• proved too over powering
for Drew. Although, there was no
score in the first half, action was
controlled by Newark, as the ball
was kept within Drew's 50 yard
line. Barbara Kulpan, goalie, made
a nice save to keep Drew from
scoring.

As the second half started,
NSC once again proved too
powerful for .Drew, but this time
there was evidence, with the team
14 minutes into the second
period, Donna Glester, scored
with a short drive from in front of
the goal. Barbara Kulpan, once
again , made two nice saves to
keep Drew scoreless. With only five
minutes remaining, Ellen Dayon,
converted a beautiful dribble from
the 50 yard line, into Newark's
second goal. The final score of the
varsity game was Newark 2, Drew

0.
With the begi.J}ning of the JV
game Newark's first goal of the
season was scored by freshman,
Eloise Jones. (Although varsity

stated,
the games were
..sandwiched"., . varsity playing
their first half, then the JV came
to play their',s, then the varsity
returned). The· defense for the N
squad played very well. Sharon
Iwanicki, left full back, should be
commended for her excellent
defensive play, and a beautiful
game, in general° The JV's goal was
scored, as mentioned, by Eloise
Jones, with , only a minute
remaining in the first half. Peggy
Orr center half, led the offense as
the JV team was also too
powerful for Drew. The final
score of the JV game was Newark
l Drew 0. The next home game
for NSC is on Monday , Oct. 18, as
·centennary college will be hosted.

NSRA Here

by Linda White
Mondays at 6:00 p.m . and other
With the opening of this days when it is necessary for
semester, Newark State CoUege rehearsals. This group plans to
would like to introduce N.S.R.A. formulate a performance which
(Newark State Recreational will be put on for all students in
Association). Under the advisor, the near future .
Joan Schmidt, and Student
Under faculty advisor, Mrs.
President, Sandra Sobel, and Ridinger, and Student Manager,
Vice-President, Ellen Dayon , the Sandra Murphy , the gymnastic
association has many team will meet on Monday and
co-educational activities planned. Thursday 5th period, Tuesday and
The association is opened to all Wednesday from 7:00 to 9 :00 and
students on Newark State College a golden opportunity of any class
campus . Enrollment in the period in which you are free. The
activities is not limited nor is it a gymnastic team is co-education
requirement that you attend every and the main activities will be
meeting of the activity. The main competition with other gymnastic
purpose of the association is to teams.
involve all students in recreational
Field Hoc key will meet
activities for the development of Monday through Thursdays from
their own personal pleasures. It is 3:00 to 5:00. Anne Venezia,
left up to the student to attend faculty advisor , and Student
the activities whenever he wants Managers, B.J. Hnat and Evelyn
to relax or wants to relieve all the Dierolf have set up · a very
tensions he has accumulated over competitive schedule for the
the day .
season. The main event will be the
This semester the calendar of participation in the
events for the association is really N.A.A .C.F .H .A . all -college
filled . Activities have been tournament.
scheduled for almost every day
Women ' s Basketball under
faculty advisor, Filomena Scuderi,
and evening.
Starting off the week , Folk and Student Managers, Ellen
Dance, under faculty advisor, Dayon and Pat Longo , plans to
Joan Schmidt, and Student meet Monday, Tuesday and
Managers, Helen Raber and Ron Wednesday nights from 7:00 to
Stone, will meet Msndays from 9: 30 and Thursday during college
5:30 and 7:00 p.m. This club hour. The schedule for this year is
plans to introduce the students to rough but there are hopes for a
various folk dances and involve successful season.
Synchronized Swimming under
the students in participation of
the beautiful movement in many faculty advisor, Edith Resnick ,
and Student Manager, Joann
ethnic dances.
The Contemporary Dance Bopp, has set up a temporary
Group under faculty advisor, Julia schedule for meeting, Tuesday
Hurd, and Student Manager, and Thursday from 3: 00 to 5 : 30.
Deborah Halasiewicz, will meet No experience' is necessary for

·New Sport At NSC
On Oct. 19 at 1:55 P.M .
students of N.S.C. will have their
first local opportunity to
participate in the international
sport of orienteering. The first
trial of this cross-country-by-compass race will be a part
of the fall semester intra-muaral
program. The race will start at
Campus School West and follow a
planned route circling the campus.
The sport of orienteering had
its origin in the Scandinavian
countries where it has become
very popular. In recent years it
has com! 111 _t ~ ~s . country

sponsored by the Orienteering
Federation of the U.S. It has now
become popular enough here to
justify national meets. This year
the second national championship
event will be held at Southern
Illinois University on Oct. 22-23,
N.S.C. winners will be eligible to
compete.
The local course has been laid
out by the Physical Education
Outing class who will serve as
officials during the race . No
current member of this class will
be allowed to participate as a
competitor. All other students
will be welcome.

involvement in this club which
hopes to establish routines to
music.
Archery under faculty advisor,
Doctor Staples Persinger, and
Student Managers, Judy Tomko
and Mark Billar, will meet
Wednesdays from 3:00 to 4:45 .
From the club itself, Doctor
Personger hopes to form an
archery team to compete in meets
throughout the year.
Ice Skating under faculty
advisors, Doctor Staples Persinger,
Doctor Wolfgang Karbe and Steve
Shapiro, will meet Thursdays, .
fourth period. This activity will
meet in Warinanco Park."
Competitive swimming under
faculty advisor , Dorothea Holden,
and Student Manager, Sis
Williams, has set up no complete
schedule. The schedule will
depend upon the students' ability.
This club will expand into a team
which will hold various meets.
A Gymnastic Club will meet
Tuesday and Wednesdays from
7:00 to 9:00. This club hopes to
improve the students' abilities and
involve them in the Gymnastics
Team.
This ends the activities for the
fall semester. As you see, they are
varied and hold opportunities for
all students. Take advantage of all
the activities and make N.S.R.A. a
success.

Squires Victorious
Newark State won its second on · a one yard plunge by Jim
game of the season Saturday, Cannizzo at the end of the first
easily defeating Stony Brook half after a 48 yard march. A sad
. 24-6. The Squires flexed their note is that Chris O'Carroll broke
defensive muscles, · forcing 8 his toe on the wedge block for the
fumbles and intercepting 5 passes. score . Chris, a veteran offensive
The Squires started the game with end, will be sorely missed for his
a good drive which stalled at the strong blocking. The defense was
Stony Brook 5. The defense very tough in the second half as
stiffened and the ensuing punt, or Mitch Mazur, Lou Addeo, Stan
attempted punt, Walt Lykosh Kra wiecki and Bob Weglarz
blocked the punt and Ward recored interceptions with Mitch
Closterman recovered for the getting two. Stony Brook was
score. Bob Montefusco converted completely stifled and repeatedly
and Newark led , 7-0. Stony Brook coughed up the ball. Neil Greco
scored in the beginning of the stole the ball from the Stony
second period, scoring on a 15 center on one play when he saw
yard run off of a wishbone T . the center move. Bagley Goodwyn
Newark put together two long crunched the opposing ends at
scoring drives in the second least ~ven times causing many
period. Ron Brown scored on a 20 incompletions. Bob Montefusco
yard run off tackle to make the scored in the final period on a 34
score 14-6, with a Montefusco yard beauty of a field goal to
kick. Ron had a fine day, gaining
120 yards to up his season's total establish his position as one of the
to 228 yards. The Squires scored best kickers around.

Sound And Fury
(Continued from Page 14)

I am doing my best to learn about
the problems here. I'm sincere in
wanting this office, I'll work hard ,
I'm not looking for social status
because I'm not that kind of
person. All I can say is give me a
try if you want a good class. If
you want to talk at anytime, look
for me, I'm interested in hearing
your ideas.
Thanks,
Bill Lange

Al Hayward & John Scher
Present

Livingston Taylor
in concert and
Hog Heaven
Saturday Ot!ober 30

Don't Miss

at Theatre for Performing Arts
Reserved seats -

Hello People

s3.50
$4.50

on sole at Service Desk
'

,

.
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DATE

I"I DEP E"I DE"l~r

M

CALE
-~
EVENT NDER OF EVENTS

PLACE

MONDAY,OCT.18th
11 :00 AM-6 :00 PM
3:00 PM-5:00 PM
4:00 PM-6 :00 PM
6 : 15 PM-9:30 PM
7:15 PM-10:15 PM
8:00 PM-1 :00 AM

CCB Art Exhibit
Thematic Microlab
FreeU : Women's Group
Judicial Review Board
Republicans Mtg.
Coffee House

Little Gallery
Coffee House
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Alumni Lounge
Hex Room

TUESDAY, OCT. 19th
11 :00 AM-6:00 PM
1:40 PM-3:05 PM
1:40 PM-3:05 PM
1:40 PM-3:05 PM
1:40 PM-3 :05 PM
1:40 PM-3:05 PM
4:00 PM-6:00 PM
6:00 PM-7:30 PM
7:00 PM-10:00 PM
8:00 PM-1 :00 AM

CC B Art Exhibit
CCB Radio Station Mtg.
CCB Film Series: Flash Gordon
Newman Club Mass
Freshman Class Speeches and Mtg.
Aleithian Club Mtg.
Free U: Rap Session
Men's C6nsciousness Raising
Festival Chorus Rehearsal
Coffee House

Little Gallery
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Coffee House
TV Lounge
W200
Alumni -Lounge
Counseling Office ,
Little Theatre
Hex Room

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 20th
11 :00 AM-6:00 PM
11:30 AM
1:00 PM3:30 PM-5:30 PM
8 :00PM-10:00PM
8 :00PM8:00 PM-1 :00 AM

CCB Art Exhibit
Student Activities Staff Mtg.
Free U: Self-Hypnosis
Explore
Free U: Non-Violence Course
Transcendental Meditation
Coffee House

Little Gallery
Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Hex Room

THURSDAY, OCT. 21st
11 :00 AM-6 :00 PM
1:40 PM-3:05 PM
1 :40 PM-3:05 PM
1 :40 PM-3:05 PM
3:30 PM-5:30 PM
5:00PM-6:30PM
7:45 PM-10:00 PM
8:00 PM-I :00 AM

CCB Art Exhibit
Mass
Encounter Comm. Mtg.
Reader 's Theatre
Group Experience
Election Meeting
CCB Film : Sympathy for the Devil
Coffee House

Little Gallery
Coffee House
Sloan Lounge
WIOO
Coffee House
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Hex Room

FRIDAY, OCT. 22nd
11 :00 AM-6 :00 PM
1 :00 PM-3:00 PM
3:00PM-5:00PM
6:00 PM-10:00 PM
6:00PM-1 :00 AM
8:00 PM-1 :00 AM

CCB Art Exhibit
Sexual Identity Course
Search for Identity
Student Council Mtg.
SCATE Dance
Coffee House

Little Gallery
Alumni Lounge
Counselling Office
Rm A, Downs
Sections I, II , Downs
Hex Room

Early Childhood Mtg. of
Cooperating Teachers
Adult Ed. Resource Center
Workshop for Teachers
CCB Rock Concert: Hello People
Open Heyride

Downs Hall

SATURDAY, OCT. 23rd
8:00 AM-I :00 PM

9:00 AM-1 :30 PM
8:00PM7:00PM-

College Center

TPA
Student Center
Circle

SUNDAY, OCT. 24th
CCB Movie : Little Big Man

7:45 PM

.

TPA

i

